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TOWN OF DUMMER, NH
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of Selectmen
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Term
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Alan Michael Glynn
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Paula LaBrecque

A.

Term Expires 2002
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Term Expires 2006

CONSERVATION COMMITTEE
Norman Girouard
Bradford Wyman

David Dubey
Pauline McCullough

Faith Kimball

WARRANT
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the Town
the said State, qualified to vote

You

are hereby notified to

Tuesday, the

12^^

evening, to act
1.

To choose

at the

Town

^ay of March, 2002 next

upon

all

meet

Dummer, in the County
in Town affairs:

Coos

in

Dummer

on

of

Hall in said

of

at 6:45 of the clock in the

the following subjects:

necessary

Town

Officers for the year ensuing.

(Vote by Ballot)
2.

To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
$72,068for General Government.

Town
Town

$20,000
8,500
3,600

Officers' Salaries
Officers'

Election

&

Expenses

Registration

Assessment Update
Update Tax Maps
Legal Expenses
Planning & Zoning
Town Line Survey

1,500
1 ,500
7,000

500
2,000
7,000
4,000
7,000

Town

Buildings
Cemeteries

Insurance
NH Municipal Association
North Country Council
Conservation Commission
Parks & Recreation
Interest

PICA

500
418
1,200

250

on TAN

100
7,000

& Audit
TOTAL

The Selectmen recommend

$72,068
this appropriation.
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TOWN OF DUMMER, NH
3.

To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
$16,000 for Public Safety and Health.
Fire

$8,241

Department

600
309
200
250

Forest Fire

AV Mental

Health

Health Officer

Dog

Officer

1,000
3,400
2,000

Building Inspector
M86D Ambulance Service

Ambulance Chassis Fund

$16,000

Total

The Selectmen recommend
4.

To see if the Town will vote
$55,500 for Highways and

Summer &

of

this appropriation.

to raise

Streets.

Winter Maintenance

and appropriate the sum

of

TOWN OF DUMMER, NH
6.

To see if the Town
$2,775 for Welfare.

will vote to raise

and appropriate the sum

$ 1 ,500

Direct Assistance
Human Services

500
775
$2,775

Tri-County Community Action
Total

The Selectmen recommend
7.

To see

if

$10,000

the
to

Town

of

this appropriation.

will vote to raise

be added

to the

and appropriate the sum

of

truck capital reserve fund previously

established.

The Selectmen recommend
8.

this appropriation.

To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$80,000 to be added to the road repair and reconstruction capital
reserve fund and to appoint the Selectmen as agents to expend from
this fund.

The Selectmen recommend
9.

this appropriation.

To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$10,000 to be added to the West Dummer Bridge capital reserve
fund previously established.

The Selectmen recommend
10.

To see if the Town will vote
$4,150 for the Town Library.

The Selectmen recommend
1 1.

this appropriation.
to raise

and appropriate the sum

of

this appropriation.

the Town will vote to sell tax map lot U 1, L 40, acquired
by tax deed, to the adjoining owner for $3,200, provided the lot will
be aggregated to the adjoining property and will not remain a
separate lot of record, and to authorize the Selectmen to act as
agents to carry out this transaction.

To see

if

The Selectmen recommend

this article.

TOWN OF DUMMER, NH
12.

spend the entire 2002 Pontook Hydro
Limited Partnership Payment in Lieu of Taxes (PILT) and commit
none of this PILT to the Hydroelectric Fund.

To see

if

the

Town

will vote to

The Selectmen recommend
13.

this article.

the Town will vote to sell the Carlton Holt homestead back
to Carlton Holt for the sum of $5,050.27, which represents back
taxes plus $500 estimated legal expenses, to hold the mortgage for
five years at a current bank mortgage rate, and to authorize the
Selectmen to act as agents to carry out this transaction under
authority of RSA 80:80 VI.

To see

if

The Selectmen recommend
14. Polling

hours

in the

Town

this article.

Dummer

of

are

now 8:00 A.M.

until 7:00

we

place a question on the state election ballot to change
polling hours so that polling hours shall open at 11:00 A.M. and
close at 7:00 P.M. for all regular state elections beginning the year

P.M. Shall

2004.
15.

To transact any other business that may

legally

come

before this

meeting.
Polls will

be open from

1 1

:00

AM

to

7:00 PM.

Given under our hands and seal, the 20th day of February, in the
year of our Lord, two thousand one.
A.

Bradford

Wyman

Elizabeth A. Hawkins

Christopher R. Holt
Selectmen of Dummer,

A
A.

true copy of Warrant- Attest:

Bradford

Elizabeth A.

Wyman
Hawkins

Christopher R. Holt
Selectmen of Dummer,

NH

NH

TOWN OF DUMMER, NH

DUMMER TOWN MEETING MINUTES
MARCH 13, 2001
The Annual Town Meeting was held on March 13, 2001.
The polls were opened at 1 1:00 A.M. and closed at the close of the
Warrant
meeting. The business meeting was opened at 6:45 P.M.

A moment of
were read by Craig Doherty, Moderator.
silence was observed at this time in memory of the folks who are no

Articles

longer with us.
Art.

1

To choose

all

necessary

Town

Officers for the year

ensuing

as follows:

90
Bradford Wyman
8
for 2 years, Paul M Bernard
Christopher R. Holt
85
Christopher R. Holt having the most votes was declared
Selectman
Selectman

for 3 years, A.

.

elected.

Town Clerk 1 year, Louise Gagnon
Town Treasurer 1 year, Doris Bergeron
Tax Collector

1

year, Angela Jewett

Library Trustee 3 yrs., Katherine M. Doherty

96
64
95
95

91
Trustee of Trust Funds, Sarah Lachance
Planning Board 3 years, Paul M. Bernard
5
Michael Laflamme
83
Michael Lailamme having the most votes was declared
elected.

Cemetery Trustee 3

yrs.,

Marcel Campbell

Sexton of 3 Cemeteries Dwight
Art. 2.

Stiles

95
58

abolishing the Planning Board as
proposed by petition of the voters of the Town of Dummer,

Are you

NH?

in

favor

of

YES 22 NO 72

(Vote by Ballot)

This article was defeated.
Art. 3.

A motion was made by
Brad

Wyman

appropriate the

to

see

sum

of

if

Earl Wadsworth and seconded by
the town will vote to raise and

$67,653
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for

General Government.

,

TOWN OF DUMMER, NH
Town
Town

$19,000

Officers' Salaries
Officers'

Computer
Election

&

&

Expenses

8,000
3,500

Software

Registration

1

800

Property Revaluation
Legal Expenses
Planning & Zoning
Town Line Survey
Town Buildings
Cemeteries

7 ,000

500
2,000
7,000
4 ,400

6,000

Insurance
NH Municipal Association
North Country Council
Conservation Commission
Parks & Recreation
Great North Woods

PICA

&

500
303
200
250

on TAN

Interest

Audit

TOTAL
Article 3

Art. 4.

was

,800

100
100
7,000
$67,653

so voted.

To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $32,000 for a revaluation of the Town of Dummer and to
withdraw this sum from the Pontook Hydro fund. This will
be a non-lapsing appropriation per RSA 32:7, VI and will not
lapse until said revaluation is completed or by December 3 1
2002, whichever is sooner. A motion was made by Claudette

Moynihan and seconded by Steve Morrissette to raise
$32,000 to be taken from the Pontook Hydro fund. After a
lengthy discussion on this article, Steve amended the article
update, seconded by Raymond Holt.
There was further discussion on this amendment and the
amendment was voted on by a show of hands and was
defeated by a vote of 12 YES and 21 NO. The original article
was then voted on by a show of hands and was voted in the
to raise

$1,000

for the

affirmative.
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TOWN OF DUMMER, NH
Art. 5.

a motion to raise and appropriate the
of $16,321 for Public Safety and Health, seconded by

Raymond

sum

made

Holt

Mike Dandeneau.
Fire

$8,646

Department

Forest Fires

AV Mental

Health

Health Officer

Dog

Officer

Building Inspector

1

M&D Ambulance

3,400
2,000

Service

Ambulance Chassis Fund

TOTAL
The
Art. 6.

500
325
200
250
500

article

was

,

$15,000

so voted.

John Demers made a motion seconded by Ray Holt to raise
and appropriatge the sum of $4,000 for Volunteer Fire
Assistance, $2,000 to be offset by a match under Title IV of
the Rural Development Act and the balance to be raised by
be a non-lapsing appropriation per RSA
32:7, VI and will not lapse until said match is granted or by
December 31, 2002, whichever is sooner. This article was so

taxation.

This

will

voted.
Art. 7.

Steve Morrissette made a motion to raise and appropriate
the sum of $60,500 for Highways and Streets seconded by
Earl Wadsworth. At this time Selectmen pointed out that
due to the weather conditions more money had been used
than the same period last year and felt it would be wise to
increase the winter budget by $5,000. Steve Morrissette
made a motion to amend the Highway and Street budget to
read $65,500 instead of $60,500 and the amendment was
seconded by Jody Camille and the amendment was voted on
and passed in the affirmative.

Art. 8.

Wadswrorth made a motion seconded by Beverly
Wadsworth to raise and appropriate the sum of $40,642 for
Sanitation. Earl Wadsworth also reported that in August
Earl

TOWN OF DUMMER, NH

•

2001
paid
Art. 9.

Sue

year the mortgage on the recycling center will be
The sum of $40,642 for Sanitation was so voted.

t±iis
off.

Wyman made

a motion seconded by Mike Dandeneau

to

the town will votge to discontinue the Dump Clsure
Said funds with accumulated
Fund created in 1995.
interest to date of withdrawal are to be transferred to the
General Fund. This was so voted.
see

if

Art. 10.

Ray Holt made a motion seconded by Claudette Moynihan to
raise and appropriate the sum of $8,100 for its share of the
closing of the Gates Hill Landfill and authorize the
withdrawal of said amount from the December 31, 2000
fund balance. This was so voted.

Art. 11.

Jody Gamille made a motion seconded by Lynne Bacon
raise and appropriate the sum of $2,775 for Welfare.

to

$ 1 ,500

Direct Assistance
Human Services

Tri-Gounty Gommunity Action

500
775
$2,775

This article was so voted.
Morrissette made a motion seconded by Mike
Dandeneau to see if the town wiU vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $10,000 to be added to the truck
capital reserve fund previously established. This article was

Art. 12. Steve

so voted.
Art. 13.

Dandeneau made a motion seconded by Ruth
Dandeneau to raise and appropriate the sum of $82,000 to
be added to the road repair and reconstruction capital
reserve fund and to appoint the Selectmen as agents to
Mike

expend from

After a discussion Steve Morrissette
amended article 13, seconded by Ray Holt to take ^2 of the
$82,000 which would be $41,000 out of Surplus. This was
this fund.

so voted. Then article 13
voted in the affirmative.
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was voted on as amended and

TOWN OF DUMMER, NH

14.

15.

Earl Wadswort±i made a motion to see if the town would vote
to raise and appropriate the sum of $10,000 to be added to
the West Dummer bridge capital reserve fund, seconded by
Mike Dandeneau. This article was so voted.

A motion was made by Jody

Camille to raise and
appropriate the sum of $6,000 for the rehabilitation of the
fuel tank shed, seconded by Steve Morrissette. This article

was
16.

so voted.

A motion was made by Henry Mikols
appropriate the

sum

$3,400

of

Mike Dandeneau. This

and

seconded by
was so voted.
Rebecca

Article

and had an open house

raise

for the library,

Glover, librarian, said they are
library

to

all

moved

in

in the afternoon

to

the

new

on election

day.
17.

A motion was made by

18.

To transact any other business that my legally come before
this meeting.
Selectmen asked at this time that Earl
Wadsworth be thanked for his service as our representative
to the AVRRDD.
Earl has agreed to still be our
representative.
Selectmen also asked that David Dubey,
project manager for the new garage and Katie Doherty,
project manager for the library renovation who both did an
outstanding job with the projects. A round of applause was

Cluadette Moynihan and seconded
by Joane Belleau to see if the town will vote to return the
Dummer Community Church women, ownership of those
items per inventory list given to the town by the Methodist
Conference. This article was so voted in the affirmative.

Thanks

a job well done. Earl
Wadsworth made a motion at 8:40 PM to adjourn the
meeting, seconded by Steve Morrissette. It was so voted.
given to

all

three people.

Respectfully Submitted

Louise Gagnon,

Town

Clerk
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DINEEN &

FRANCIS
5

FRANCIS

J

DINEEN,

CO.
J.
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOU^^IANTS
MIDDLE STREET LANCASTER. N.H. 03584
-

C.P.A.

DONALD

L CRANE. C.P.A.
LINDA P SPINA. C.PA.

FAX

603 788-4928
603 788-4636
603 788-3830

TRANSMITTAL AND COMMENTARY LETTER

To the Board of Selectmen,
Dummer, New Hampshire:
In

Hampshire

planning and pcrt'orming our audit of the tlnancial statements of the
tor the year

ended December

dcteimine our auditinu procedures

3

tor the

1

,

2000 we considered

the

Town's

Town

of Dummer,

New

internal control structure to

purpose of expressing an opinion on the financial statements and

not to provide assurance on the internal control structure.

Howc\er,

duniiL' our audit

ue became aware of the

following conditions that should be corrected

in

order to strengthen internal controls and operating etTiciency. This letter does not affect our report dated

May

18,

2001 on the Town's financial statements. These remarks are being made

improve existing procedures and are not intended

L

to criticize

Town

in the

hope

that they will

personnel.

Ci'iuliiion

Our

testing of a

sample of property cards indicated

that

new

cards are not generated

when

property ownership or valuations are changed in the Avitar system.

RL'coininciuliUioii

As

these physical cards represent the record on

about property ownership and valuation,
replace the old one any time changes are

which the public

relies for information

we recommend that a new card be generated
made to a property tile in the computer.

to

W'c cxlciul our thanks to the officials and employees of the I'ouii tor their assistance during the
course ol our audit.

Very

truly yours.

C..^J2J2^^^
Francis
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J.

Dineen

& Co.

&

INDEPENDENT AUDITORS' REPORT

To

the

Board

ol'

New

Dumrner,

Selectmen.

Hampshire:

We

have audited the accompanymg general purpose financial statements and the combining and
individual fund financial statements of the Town of Dummer, New Hampshire as of December 31, 2000 and
for the year then ended, as listed in the table of contents. These financial statements are the responsibility of
the Towii's

management. Our responsibility

is to

express an opinion on these financial statements based on

our audit.

We conducted our audit
require that

we

in

accordance with generally accepted auditing standards. Those standards

plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial

An

statements are free of matenal misstatement.

supporting the amounts and disclosures

audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence

in the financial

statements.

An

audit also includes assessing the

accounting pnnciples used and significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall
financial statement presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.

As

IS

the practice with

maintained a record of

its

many New Hampshire

Town

of Dummer has not

general fixed assets and, accordingly, a statement of general fixed assets, required

by generally accepted accounting pnnciples,
In

municipalities, the

is

not included in the financial report.

our opinion, except for the effect on the financial statements of the omission descnbed

third paragraph, the general purpose financial statements referred to

respects, the financial position of the

operations and cash fiows of

its

Town

above present

of Dummer as of December

nonexpendable

trust

3

1

,

fairly, in all

in the

matenal

2000, and the results of

funds for the year then ended

its

m conformity with

generally accepted accounting pnnciples. Also, in our opinion, the combining and individual fund financial

statements referred to above present
individual funds of the

funds and the cash

Town

fairly, in all

of Dummer

as of

Hows of nonexpendable

material respects, the financial position of each of the

December

31, 2000,

and the results of operations of such

trust funds for the year then

accepted accounting principles.

-19-

ended

in

conformity with generally

Board of Selectmen

Town of Dummer

Our

was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the general purpose financial
statements taken as a whole and on the combining and individual fiond financial statements. The
accompanying financial information listed as the supplemental schedule in the table of contents is presented
for

audit

purposes of additional analysis and

Dummer. Such information has been

is

not a required part of the financial statements of the

Town

of

subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the audit of the general

purpose, combining, and individual fund financial statements and,

in

our opinion,

is

fairly

presented

in all

material respects in relation to the financial statements of each of the respective individual funds taken as a

whole.

Very

truly yours,

Francis

May

18,2001
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J.

Dif

Exhibit

TOWN OF DUMMER

A

Dummer, New Hampshire

COMBINED BALANCE SHEET
\LL FUND TYPES AND ACCOUNT GROUPS

DECEMBER 31,

2000
Governmental Fund Types

ASSETS
Cash and cash equivalents
Investments

Taxes receivable,

Tax

less

allowance for abatements

liens receivable

Tax deeded property

Total assets

LIABILITIES

AND FUND EQUITY

Exhibit

Fiduciary

Fund Tvpcs
Trust

Total

and Aucncy

(Memorandum Only)

$

160,1J8

10,310

548,141

87,859
16,512
1.402

S

160,138

S

664,224

S

4,657

577
107,343

138,036

107.343

143.2:'0

18,370

A

Exhibit

TOWN OF DUMMER

B

Dummer, New Hampshire

COMBINED STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES
AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCE
ALL GOVERNMENTAL FUND TYPES AND EXPENDABLE TRUST FUNDS
FOR THE \'EAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2000
Governmental Fund Types
Special

General

Revenue

Revenues
$ 235,782

Taxes
Licenses, permits and fees

48,063

Intergovernmental revenue

28,565

Charges

1,009

for services

local sources

18,808

11,481

Total revenues

332.227

11.481

Other

E.xpetjditures

General government

71,658

Public safety

12.057

Highways,

streets

47,735

and bridges

36,492

Solid waste

Health and welfare

2,171

Culture and recreation

250

Conservation

125

2,187

Debt service
129,381

Capital outlay

Total expenditures

Excess (deficiency) of revenues over expenditures

299.869

2,187

32.358

9.294

62,399

20,898

(78.898)

(20.000)

Other financing sources (uses)
Transfers from other funds
Transfers to other funds

(16.499)

Total other financing sources (uses)

898

Excess (deficiency) of revenues over expenditures

and other sources and uses

Fund balance, January

1

Fund balance, December

31

-23-

15,859

10,192

275.984

166,124

$ 291.843

$ 176,316

Exhibit

Fiduciary

Fund Types
Expendable

Totals

Trust Funds

(Memorandum Only)
235,782
48,063
28,565
1,009

4,548

34,837

4,548

348.256

71,658
12,057

47,735
36,492
2.171

2,437
125

129,381

302.056
4,548

46,200

58,000

141,297

(42.399)

(141.297)

15,601

20,149

46.200

14,276

456.384

34,425

S

See accompanying notes.
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502.584

B

Exhibit

TOWNOFDUMMER

C

Dummer, New Hampshire

COMBINED STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES AND
CHANGES IN FUND BALANCE BUDGET AND ACTUAL
GENERAL AND SPECL\L REVENUE FUND TYPES
FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 3 2000
-

1

Revenues

Taxes
Licenses, permits and fees

Intergovernmental revenue

Charges
Other

lor services

local sources

Total revenues

Expendiniiei

General government
Public safety

Highways,

streets

and bridges

Solid waste

Health and welfare
Culture and recreation

Conservation

Debt service
Capital outlay

Total expenditures

Excess (deficiency) of revenues over expenditures

Other finaneing sources (uses)
Transfers from other funds
Transfers to other funds
Total other financing sources (uses)

Excess (deficiency) of revenues over expenditures

and other sources and uses

Fund balance, January

1

Fund balance, December

3

1

,

Exhibit

C

TOWN OF DIMMER
Dummcr, New

Exhibit

Hampshire

COMBINED STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENSES
AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCE
ALL NONEXPENDABLE TRUST FUNDS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2000

Fiduciary

Fund Type
Nonexpendable Trust

Revenues

New

$

funds created

600
600

Total revenues

Expenditures

Other

trust

disbursements

Total expenditures

600

Excess (deficiency) of revenues over expenditures

Other financing sources (uses)
Other financing sources

Other financing uses
Total other financing sources (uses)

Excess (deficiency) of revenues over expenditures

600

and other sources and uses

Fund balance, January

17,770

1

Fund balance, December

S 18,370

31

See accompanying notes.
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D

TOWNOFDUMMER

Exhibit

Dummer, New Hampshire

COMBrNHD STATFMENT OF CASIF FFOWS
ALL NONEXPENDABLF TRUST FUNDS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 3 2000
1

,

Fiduciary

Fund Type
Nonexpendable Trust
Casit Jhnvs from openniiig act ivi lies

Excess of revenues over expenditures before
other financing sources and uses

Cash Jlows

-

Exliibit

D

600

IroDi in\\;\tiu\^ activities

Casii transfciTcd to investments

(600)

Casli Jlinvs from noncapital financing activities

Operating transfers from other funds

Net increase (decrease)

in

cash and cash equivalents

Cash and cash equivalents, beginning of year

Cash and cash equivalents, end of year

Disclosure of accounting policy

For the purposes of the Statement of Cash Flows, the Nonexpendable Trust Funds consider
invesunents (including restricted assets) with a maturity of three months or less
equi\alcnts.

See accompanying notes.
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all

highly liquid

when purchased

to

be cash

E

1

TOWN OF DUMMER

Exhibit A-

Dummer, New Hampshire

COMBINING BALANCE SHEET
ALL SPECIAL REVENUE FUNDS

DECEMBER 31,

2000

Pontook

Dam

Library

Fund

Fund

Totals

ASSETS
Cash and cash equivalents

$

Investments

-

$

958

175,358

$

958
175,358

Accounts receivable

Due from

other funds

Total assets

LIABILITIES

958

176.316

175,358

958

176,316

175.358

958

176.316

958

S 176.316

$ 175,358

$

AND FUND BALANCES

Liabilities

Due

to other

funds

Total liabilities

Fund Balance
Designated for specific purposes
Total fund balance

Total liabilities and fund balance

$ 175.358

See accompanying notes.
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TOWN OF DUMMER

Exhibit A-2

Dummer, New Hampshire

COMBINING STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES
AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCE
ALL SPECIAL REVENUE FUNDS

DECEMBER 31,

2000

Pontook

Dam

Library

Fund

Fund

Totals

Revenues
Charges

for services

Other local sources

10,736

745

1,481

Total revenues

10,736

745

1,481

2,187

2,187

2,187

2,187

1.442)

9,294

Expenditures

General government
Library

Total expenditures

Excess (deficiency) of revenues over expenditures

10,736

Other financing sources (uses)
Transfers from other funds
Transfers to other funds

Total other financing sources (uses)

Excess (deficiency) of revenues over expenditures

and other sources and uses

Fund balance, January

I

Fund balance, December 31

18,498

:

•

RECEIPTS
January

TOWN OF DUMMER, NH

TOWN OF DUMMER, NH

TOWN OF DUMMER, NH

TOWN OF DUMMER, NH

1

TOWN OF DUMMER, NH
Property 2001

12,085.69
6.91
109,675.24

Overpa3anent
Yield

Tax 2001

Clayson Glover Estate, Overpayment
Berlin City Bank, Interest on NOW Acc't
NH PDIP, Interest on General Fund
Master Plan Interest
July
9 Louise Gagnon, Tovm Clerk
5,606.00
54 Motor Vehicle Permits
71.00
Dog Licenses
Angela Jev^^ett, Tax Collector
1,284.00
Property 2000
183.20
Overpa3nTient
23 Angela Jewett, Tax Collector
141.66
Property 2000

10. 12

89 1 .75
24.32
5,677.00

1

,467.20

6,839.54

16.52

Interest

Property 2000

890.31
49.60
5,437.00
61.51
241.75

Interest

Property 2001

Overpayment
Yield Tax 2001

1.19

Interest

State of NH Highway Block Grant
Angela Jewett, Tax Collector, Property

Angela Jewett, Tax Collector,
Angela Jewett Tax Collector

2001
Property 200

,

Property 2000

4,229.94
45,683.00
7, 126.45
4,507.10

1,514.07
184.18
2,807.87
0.98

Interest

Property 2001
Interest

31

168.00

Louise Gagnon, Town Clerk
35 Motor Vehicle Permits
Dog Licenses
Mary Bird, Dump Permit
Milton Camille, Dump Permit
Lynne Bacon, Dump Permit
Marsha Googins, Dump Permit
Walter Rooney, Building Permit
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5,022.50
5,0 13.00
9.5

15.00
15.00
15.00
15.00
10.00

TOWN OF DUMMER, NH
Marcel Campbell, Building Permit

TOWN OF DUMMER, NH
Master Plan Interest

TOWN OF DUMMER, NH
Dog Licenses

TOWN OF DUMMBR, NH
Property 2000

1,293.65

Interest

378.91
1,906.00
157.91

Property 2000
Interest

Angela Jewett, Tax Collector

200.00

Property 2001

194.84
5.16

Interest

18

29

Doris Bergeron, Reimburse Calculator
Louise Gagnon, Town Clerk
42 Motor Vehicle Permits
Vital Statistics

50.97
1,867.00
1

,835.00

32.00

Copies

Alain Hallee, Dump, Refrigerator Permit
Carol Glover, Dump Permit
Lucien Belleau, Dump Permit
Douglas Johnson, Building Permit
Angela Jewett, Tax Collector
Property 2001
Interest

Berlin City Bank, Interest on

NOW Acc't.

NH

Fund

PDIP, Interest on General
Master Plan Interest

31.00
15.00
15.00
10.00

282.00
273.02
8.98
2 1 .58

769.28
16.21

November
5 Norman

Girouard, Pistol Permit
William Ainsworth, Pistol Permit
Republican National Committee, Checklist
Angela Jewett, Tax Collector
Property Lien 2000
Interest

Property 2001
Interest

19

Jim

Ottolini,

Dump

10.00
10.00

25.00
160.00
52.42
7.58
99.34
0.66
15.00
50.00
50.00

Permit

Debbie Brooks, Town Hall Rental
25 Karen Couture, Town Hall Rental
26 Angela Jewett, Tax Collector
Land 1998

439.86
88.33
1.16

Interest

Property 2001

337.07
13.30

Interest

30 Berlin City Bank, Interest on

NOW Acc't
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17.51

TOWN OF DUMMER, NH

TOWN OF DUMMER, NH
38.00

Marriage License
Angela Jewett, Tax CoUector
Property 2001
1

75,349.32
22.90
1.02

Interest

75,325.40

Property 2001
Angela Jewett, Tax Collector
Property 2001

25, 183.62

159.98
1.02

Interest

24,180.71
841.91

Property 2001
Yield

31

Tax 2001

Louise Gagnon, Copy Money
Dummer Public Library

1

869.37

Reimburse PajToll
Trustee of Trust Funds, Trust
Berlin City Bank, Interest on
NH PDIP, Interest on General

150

Fund

Acc'ts

NOW Acc't.
Fund

Master Plan Interest

1,386.94
25. 13
374. 14
1

102

PONTOOK HYDROELECTRIC FUND
Balance as of January 1, 2001
10% of Revenue Received for 2000
Interest Received for the Year 2000

175,358.10
19,804.28
7.033.84
$202,196.22

Balance 12/31/2001

$202,196.22

General Fund Surplus

$150,000.00

Balance 12/31/2001
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$166,124.23

TOWN OF DUMMER, NH
DETAILED STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURES
Town

Officers' Salaries

Gagnon Town Clerk/Adm. Asst
Gagnon Motor Vehicle Permits
Angela Jewett Tax Collector
Louise
Louise

Wyman

Selectman
Elizabeth Hawkins Selectman
Chnstopher R. Holt Selectman
Doris Bergeron Treasurer
Sarah Lachance Trustee of Trust Funds

A.

Bradford

Berlin City

Town

Bank Tax Deposit

Officers

State of

Expenses

NH Treasurer

321.00
571.30
36.50
20.00
20.00
54.34
377.00
915.00
122.79
569.09
258.24
20.00
250.00
104.75

Viking Office Products
Stark & Son Machining Dog Tags
NH Assessing Officials Dues
NH Town Clerks Dues
Coos County Registry of Deeds
Postmaster Milan NH

Sun World

Printers

AT&T
Doris Bergeron Expenses

NCIA
Tax Collectors Assn. Dues
Porter Office Machines

NH

Health Alliance

Avitar Associates, Misc.

Daily

Expense

Sun

Amelia Desmarais, Train Tax CoUectorq
Verizon

The Berlin Reporter
Louise Gagnon, Reimburse Plaque
Brad Wyman, Reimburse Film, Developing
Angela Jewett, Reimburse Postage
Public Service
AV Hospital

6,699.32
576.31
2,920.72
1,199.26
1,063.90
1,120.90
1,015.86
173.70
3,300.03
18,070.00

Company

1,845.00
121.50
135.92

915.16
126.04
70.25
10.30
167.65
103.81
1

20.00
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TOWN OF DUMMER, NH
NH
NH

Poster Agency, Wage Poster
Municipal Association, Law Lecture
Twin Rivers Office Machines
NH Local Government Information Network

55.25
25.00
580.00
20.00
7,935. .89

Election & Registration
Salmon Press

Sun
Dummer Community Church Women
Daily

Paula LaBrecque
Sarah CordweU
Mary Beth Hamel
Elizabeth

Hawkins

A. Bradford

Wyman

Christopher R. Holt
Craig Doherty
Doris Bergeron
Marcia Hanson
Louise Gagnon

41.80
64.00
70.00
1 59.73
162.00
109.35
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
91.35
91.35
99.00
1,284.58

Town Hall & Other
NES Fire Safety

Buildings
16.00
2,699.11

Irving Oil Corporation

867.56
32.39
244.00
505.01

PubHc Service Co
Soldano Electric
Sarah CordweU
Dwight Stiles
Donald Bacon
ErlandRich
Mt. Village Construction
Verizon
White Mt. Lumber
Treasurer, State of
Berlin City

1,354.30

456.88

NH

Bank Tax Deposit

(Payroll Witholding)
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3,462.73
85.96
229.98
25.00
188.31
10,167.23

TOWN OF DUMMER, NH
Fuel
Munce's Superior

3,480.75

Summer Roads
Donald Bacon

Gagne

&

sons Logging
Peter Roberts
Pike Industries
Harley Mason
Berlin Insulation

Co

Isaacson Steel
Donald Bacon, Equipment Rental
Berlin City Bank Tax Deposit (Payroll Withholding)

7,376.28
300.00
577.50
562.75
1,543.50
1,500.00
1,199.46
5,735.00
1,717.05
20,511.54

Winter Roads
Walter Mullins

40.63
13,507.41

Donald Bacon

Co
White Mountain Mobil Wash
Cargill Salt

1,328.27

Harley Mason, Winter Sand/Gravel

Howard

P. Fairfield,

Plow Parts

Pike Industries

Donald Bacon, Equipment Rental
Berlin City Bank Tax Deposit (Payroll Withholding)

General Elxpense Highway
Sanel Auto Parts
Currier Sales

&

1,300.14
1,616.82

Service

Franks Garage
Merriam Graves
White Mt. Lumber

60.00

80 00
.

33.68
5.90
269.00
1,650.00
175.00
124.92
361.47

Isaacson Steel
Alpine Machine Co., Inc
Irving Oil

Town

of Stark

Public Service
Berlin Spring

40.00
6,855.00
2,102.89
365.83
7,295.00
2,783.46
34,318.49

Co
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TOWN OF DUMMER, NH

Treasurer, State of

NH

174.44
756.30
423.82
41.40
100.00
43.05
7,215.94

GMTie
Commercial

Tire

LabonviUe
G&T Signs
Motion Industries

Planning Board

Salmon Press

12.60

Lorraine Duchesne, Postage
The Daily Sun

64 .98
14.00

91.58

Cemeteries
Dwight Stiles
Marcel Campbell

2,525.40
50.91
48.28
58.19
116.37
523.59
30.00

RachelJewett, Flags

Ruth

Silver

Beverly Petersen
Daniel Enman
Raymond Holt, Tractor

Rodney Young, Loam
Berlin City Bank Tax Deposit

(Payroll Withholding)

96 .00
205.33
3,654.07

Revaluation

AVITAR Associates

728.27

Inc

Solid Waste
Milan Container Service

21,588.00
13,189.73
34,777.73

AVRRDD
Insurance

302.00
5,732.00
6,034.00

A. D. Davis

Vaillancourt

8&

Woodward
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TOWN OF DUMMER, NH
Library

572.11
144.06
149.20
865.37

Rebecca Glover
Doouglas Shaw
Berlin City

Bank Deposit

Taxes Bought by Town
Angela Jewett, Tax Collector

3,736.47

Discounts, Abatements, Refunds
367.71
110.00
168.00
374.19

Overpayments on Interest
Public Service Co Abatement
Clayson Glover Estate Refund

Forest Fires
Russell Doucette,

Warden

239.71
87.72
325.45
36.68
124.44
36.68

Eugene Cordwell
Mike Laflamme
Mike Dandeneau
Robert Glover

Romeo Morin
Keith Masters
Carl Holt

18.34
18.34

Joahn Beaudry

1

Richard Sanschagrin

15.84
15.84
15.84
15.84
7.46
7.46
7.46

Steve McLain
Earl Wadsworth
Phillip

Bovin

Bacon
Joe Desmarais
Brice

Larry Glover

5 84
.

988.94
Legal Expenses

James

6,055.00

E. Michalik, Attorney
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TOWN OF DUMMER, NH
Building Inspector
James Montelin

765.09

2000 Appropriations

NH

500.00
303.00
775.00

Municipal Association
North Country Council
Community Action
Milan Recreation Department
AV Mental Health

250 .00

Sarah Lachance Truck Capital Reserve
Sarah Lachance Capital Reserve
Sarah Lachance Bridge Capital Reserve
Kate Doherty, Treasurer Library

M&D Ambulance Replacement Fund
M&D Ambulance Service
Milan Fire Department

Miscellaneous
Francis Dineen Audit
County Tax, Donald Bisson, Treasurer

FICA
Pontook Hydro

Electric

Fund

Transfer Fees
Master Plan Fund
Conservation Committee

325.00
10,000.00
82,000.00
10,000.00
3,400.00
2,000.00
3,400.00
8,646.00
121,599.03

3,775.00
154,573.00
3,543.28
19,804.28
35.00
520.00
275.00

754 .25

Workmen's Compensation

190,692.71
5,099.35
84,852.36
466,924.23

School Appropriation
Town Fuel Shed
Pike Industries
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DUMMER
FY

2001

MS-61 REPORT AS OF 1/21/02

UNCOLLECTED AT THE BEGINNING OF THE FISCAL YEAR
2001

PROPERTY TAXES:

$100,303.34

RESIDENT TAXES:
USE CHANGE TAXES:
TIMBER YIELD TAXES:
EXCAVATION TAXES:
ACTIVITY TAXES:
WATER/SEWER TAXES:
BETTERMENT TAXES:

$0.00

Prior Fiscal Yr Credits:

1998+

1999

2000

$0.00

$36.98
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

$170.75

$6.67

LIENS REPORT
LIENS AT THE BEGINNING OF THE FISCAL YEAR
2000

2001

1998+

1999

UNREDEEMED

$0.00

$0.00

$7,802.37

LIENS EXECUTED
INT/COSTS COLLECTED
ELDERLY LIENS
NEW ELDERLY LIENS

$0.00

$3,826.27

$0.00

$0.00

$24.30

$488.24

$2,198.17

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

TOTAL LIEN DEBITS:

$0.00
I

$0.00

!

$0.00

$0.00

$3,850.57

2000

2001

REDEMPTIONS

$0.00

INTEREST COSTS

$0.00

ABATEMENTS
LIENS DEEDED

$0.00

$0.00

J

J8.290.61

COLLECTED DURING THE FISCAL YEAR

BALANCE AT YEAR END:
ELDERLY LIENS;

$8,797.60

[__,___$10,9?5.77j

OUTSTANDING TAXES
NOTE: The

followin}»

amounts do no!

reflect

payments received

after 2/1 1/2002

Labergc, Jeffrey

TOWN OF DUMMER, NH

REPORT OF
THE TRUST FUNDS
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Ms-y

Ms-y

STATE OF Ni:W HAMPSHIRE
Dcpartmcul ol'Kcvciuic Adiiimistralioii
Miiiuciinil Services Division

P.O.

Box 487. Concord, Nil 03302-0487
{()()3)271-33V7

ricasL- inscrl llic lolal ol

I

ALL

lunds

licrc

?5, 1(^.3^

ri:port or trust and capital reserve funds
City/

Town

D omrYl^r

yV^

For Year Ended

QCC)

I

CnRTIFICATE
riiis IS Id

tcilily

the best ol oui

fV(l:.a.l

iliat llic

inlormalion contained

report

in tins

was taken from

official records

and

is

knowledge and belief

'//aCKOix.

.;

)

Signed by

on
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llic

this date

Trustees of Trust Funds

J^// 7 / 0<^

correct to

FOR YEAR ENDING

2001

TOWN OF DUMMER, NH
TOWN OF DUMMER, NEW HAMPSHIRE
TOWN CLERK'S REPORT
2001

Received for Registering 481 M.V. Permits

DOG LICENSES
12

$

42,427.00

TOWN OF DUMMER, NH
SELECTMEN'S REPORT - 2001

We

are pleased to report an active and fruitful year in 2001. We
have completed our buildings improvements program and we have
paved the Hawkins and Blake Roads. We remain fiscally sound but
our favorable tax rate is under pressure from circumstances beyond
the control of your Selectmen.

The final touches on our building program included paint,
workbenches and power door openers for the garage and a rebuild of
the tank shed. Once again, we owe Dave Dubey, volunteer project
manager, our gratitude for seeing this work through to the end.
As requested

Town Meeting last March, we sought advice from
on how to strengthen to the Blake road so that we do

at

our contractor
not lose our investment to the heavy trucking that takes place there.
The recommendation was to double the binder course of pavement
and to later add a finish course to seal it. We took that advice and
included $20,000 in this year's capital road budget for the finish
course. In addition, we negotiated a $5,000 bond with the principal
logging operators in Cambridge township in exchange for our
agreement to allow them to haul above the posted weight limit.

The Paris Road suffered significant erosion by Phillips Brook last
spring. To save the road we installed a broken ledge retaining wall
along 47 feet of the stream bank/ road shoulder. Due to a failure in
communications, we conducted this work without a wetiands
permit. We have applied for an "after-the fact" permit. This,
admittedly, is not good form, but we are hopeful that our
forthcoming report to the state and our good faith in correcting the
it will minimize any sanctions.
Last summer we received a petition from twelve Hawkins Road
property owners requesting that we plan for paving the last 0.4 mile
of the Hawkins Road. We will add this project to our road plan and
take it to the voters at a future Town Meeting.
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TOWN OF DUMMER, NH
Dummer

a looming issue. Two
years ago we began appropriating money for a capital fund for
bridge repairs. The NH DOT has given us a preliminary estimate for
bridge replacement of $800,000 with an estimated Town share of
$160,000. Obtaining this estimate is the first step towards getting in
queue for State Bridge Aid. The anticipated wait for funding is
currently three years. We also obtained a repair estimate of
$180,000 - $250,000 from HE Bergeron Engineers. This would also
qualify for State Bridge Aid of 20%. Bergeron estimated that if we do
nothing with the bridge it may last another 2 - 10 years, but
suggested that more extensive testing would be required to provide a

The condition

of the

West

The
bridges annually and
better estimate.

NHDOT

bridge

is

required to inspect "red-listed"
will notify us immediately if there is serious
is

further deterioration.

Last year we appropriated $32,000 in a non-lapsing fund for a full
re-valuation of the Town. We waited for the legislature to complete
its debate on the statewide property tax before beginning the
process. As a result, we were served notification by the Department
of Revenue Administration that they would request an order from
the Bureau of Tax and Land Appeals to require us to conduct a full
revaluation. We have subsequently signed a contract with AVITAR
to do this work. It will not be completed until May of 2003, which
will place us at full equalized valuation as we go into our valuation
evaluation as required by the legislature. One
certification
consequence of waiting on the legislature is increased cost of $3,000
for the revaluation. Since we have only $32,000 in the budget, we
have entered a general services agreement with AVITAR for $3,000
over the next two years as a sort of addendum to the $32,000
revaluation contract. This agreement will be helpful as we prepare to
meet our certification requirements.

time in several years the Selectmen elected to withdraw
from the General Fund surplus to reduce taxes. Though Town
appropriations were up by a modest $29,000, the combined school
and county assessments were up by $161,000. The Selectmen
elected to use $61,817 of the general fund surplus to reduce the tax
rate from $19.18 to $16.48.

For the

first
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TOWN OF DUMMER, NH
even greater. In past Town Meetings, we
have explained that if the Pontook Hydro Limited Partnership were
paying taxes instead of a payment in lieu of taxes (PILT) we would be
considered "property rich" and would become a "donor town" under
the terms of the State Education Tax. As of this year, the State has
determined that the Pontook income must be counted as tax
revenue. The Department of Revenue Administration has calculated
our equalized valuation at over $31 million, which has caused our
State Education Tax to double ($12.84/1,000) and our adequate
education grant to shrink by $55,700 (38%)... a net impact of
$144,776 more to be raised by taxes. In addition, the net school
appropriation will be increasing by $66,424 and the County Tax is
expected to increase by "at least" 12.5%, which would be about
$20,000. All of this leads us to expect an increase of over $230,000
in appropriations over which we have no control. To make matters
worse, we have been collecting record high yield taxes ($1 13,000 in
2001) due to ice storm damage. We expect that to come to an end
for the next half century, possibly as early as this year. Finally,
Pontook Hydro had a slow year due to the drought.
In

2002 our tax challenge

Many

is

Selectmen photographing their homes
evenings. These photos have been entered into

citizens observed the

during the

summer

the upgraded assessing software we acquired in the spring. This
year we are requesting $1,500 to have our tax maps updated and
digitized to include in this software, as well. This will afford us much
better mapping flexibility for citizens who seek copies of their lots

and neighborhoods.

Once

again, rather than put the contract out to bid, our

Board

negotiated a new, single-year contract with Milan Container for a
4.5% increase. Their service remains excellent and we felt that for a
small increase it would serve us well to not risk an unknown
contractor. Of course increases in tipping fees continue apace. The
contract at Mt. Carberry has a 10% ceiling on any single year
increase, but the owners are exercising that to the maximum. We
had expected to pay $8,100 for the closure of the Cates Hill Landfill,
but that was not accomplished. It is not in this year's budget, as
Berlin has no immediate plans to finish that project.
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Last year

we increased

Road Agent and

several salaries and the hourly rates for the
other hourly functions. This year, after reviewing

tax collector salaries for New Hampshire small than 1,000, we
included in our budget a $1,000 increase for the Tax Collector. We
also included a small amount at $9 /hour to pay for inspections of
timber harvesting jobs in order to be in compliance with a recent
court ruling that each job must be evaluated individually.

The Selectmen have revised Town Hall rental rates. As before. Town
functions pay no rent. Residents will now pay $15 for private
functions and the rate for non-resident, not government functions
will

remain $50.

We

have accumulated a number of obsolete office machines,
including typewriters, a dot-matrix printer, a reel-to-reel recorder
and a multi-function HP DeskJet. Please see the Selectmen by the
April 1 meeting with a reasonable offer if you are interested. They
will be discarded after that.
from camp owner
of appreciation for our
constantly flying Town Hall flag, they presented us with plaque and
a flag that was flown over the Capitol of the United States.

The Town was the recipient of a thoughtful
James Mesthene and associates. In a gesture

gift

On

two recent occasions we have found the checklist missing from
the Town Hall buUetin board. We are required to keep that posted
for the public and it becomes a town record. When it is stolen we
have difficulty in meeting the requirements of the law.

As always, we need interested citizens to volunteer for important
posts in Town government. The Emergency Management Director
Michael Glynn has assumed the post of
post remains unfilled.
Health Officer. The Planning Board, ZBA and Conservation
Commission are all looking for members. Please take some time to
help your town operate as well as it can. Contact your Board of
Selectmen. We meet Monday evenings from 7:00 to 9:00.
Board of Selectmen
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TOWN OF DUMMER, NH
ANDROSCOGGIN VALLEY REGIONAL
REFUSE DISPOSAL DISTRICT
2001 ANNUAL REPORT OF DISTRICT ACTIVITIES
The Androscoggin Valley Regional Refuse Disposal District ended
2001 with total assets of $1,423,381.72. Accumulated depreciation
on the equipment and building is $303,544.00. The District is now
debt free. The last bond payment of $75,000 was made in August
2001.

ASSETS AND LIABILITIES
Operating Capital (Cash on Hand)
Household Hazardous Waste Reserve
Equipment Capital Reserve
Recycling & Transfer Station Equipment
Materials Recovery Facility (MRF)
Office

Equipment

Land (Route 110)
Land improvements, building

for

Transfer Station

TOTAL ASSETS
LESS ACCUMULATED DEPRECIATION

NET WORTH

AVRRDD

$178,743.54
1 1

,62 1.55

61,667.63
28 1 ,843.00
53 1 ,608.00
10,713.00
47,754.00
299,43 1 .00

$1,423,381.72
303,544.00
$1,119,837.72

apportionment for our member
municipalities totaled $658,300.00. A surplus of $264,349.71 from
the 2000 budget was used to reduce apportionments with a net
budget of $393,950.29 being billed to the member municipalities.
The proportionate share of the credit for the Town of Dummer was
$3,101.69 reducing your gross apportionment of $8,150.86 to
$5,049.17. Preliminary reconciliation of the 2001 budget shows a
surplus of approximately $178,743.54 being available to credit
toward 2002 apportionments.

The

2001

Our Materials Recycling

Budget

marketed a total of 2,221.77 tons of
recyclables for the period January 1, 2001 through December 31,
2001 representing $61,483.31 of marketing income to the District.
Facility
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TOWN OF DUMMER, NH
In addition to the marketing revenue derived from the recyclables,
there is also an avoided cost of disposal at the landfill. Our total

avoided cost for 2001 totals $135,527.97 (2,221.77 tons x $61.00
per ton).

Our Transfer

Station received a total of 769.80 tons of municipal
bulky waste and construction and demolition debris. In addition,
1,231.32 tons of bulky waste and construction and demolition
debris and 212.30 tons of wood were received from 91 commercial
accounts presently registered with the District. Recycling at the
Transfer Station consisted of 1,239.36 tons of wood that was
processed through a grinder; 364.42 tons of scrap metal and 51.20
tons of brush which was chipped with the District owned chipper.
In addition, 6,459 tires were accepted along with 380 refrigerators,
Transfer Station income from all
air conditioners and freezers.
sources totaled $46,172.40.

was held
Raymond Chagnon

Election of officers

2001:

Chairman, Clara Grover of
Earl

Wadsworth

of

Annual Meeting in April
of Berlin was re-elected District
Errol was re-elected Vice Chairman and
at the District

Dummer was

re-elected Secretary-Treasurer.

Other District Representatives are: Yves Zomio of Gorham, David
Tomlinson of Randolph, Linda Cushman of Jefferson,
A.M. Sue Trottier for Coos County, Jeremiah Lamson of
Northumberland, George Bennett of Stark and Michael Fortier of
Milan.

June 2001, the District conducted its tenth annual Household
Hazardous Waste Collection Day. The collection was held at the
The
District Transfer Station with 566 households participating.
project was funded through the District Household Hazardous
Waste Reserve Fund along with a grant from the State of New
Hampshire which was reimbursed to the District at twenty-five
cents per capita. The 200 1 collection saw the addition of a mercury
fever thermometer exchange which was made possible through the
efforts of the Androscoggin Valley Hospital "REACT" (Reduction,
Committee.
Education,
Awareness, Conservation, Teamwork)
"REACT" applied for and received a $500 grant from Wal-Mart along
with a matching contribution of $500 from Androscoggin Valley
In
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Hospital to

cover the

cost

of

purchasing

digital

thermometers.

alongside
AVRRDD
representatives as they helped educate the public about mercury
while distributing 248 digital thermometers to residents who turned
The next Household
in their mercury fever thermometers.
Hazardous Waste Collection Day will be held Saturday, June 1,
2002 at the District Transfer Station.

"REACT"

committee

The Tenth Anniversary

members

worked

of the District Materials Recovery Facility

(MRF) was celebrated in October 2001 with an Open House. Since
the MRF opened in October 1991, we have processed 23,807.88
tons of recyclables, representing $873,778.18 in marketing revenue
In addition to the marketing revenue, the avoided
to the District.
cost of disposal at the landfill totals $610,156.53. The facility- is
operated, under contract with the District, by FERCO Recycling, Inc.
of Berlin,
N. H.

380 commercial billings,
1,429 pieces of incoming correspondence and 2,103 pieces of
outgoing correspondence; 1,788 telephone calls were received or
made and 21,236 copies were reproduced on the office copier. 246
meetings on numerous subjects and issues were attended.
During 2001, the

District Office processed

For budgeting purposes, your share of the apportionment of District
costs for 2002 has been established as $4,785.16. This figure was
arrived at by multipl3dng $55.54345814 by your actual MSW
tonnages deposited in District approved landfills during the period
November 1, 2000 through October 21, 2001, which was 106.56
tons plus 25.94 tons which is your per capita share of the total
tonnages of C&D and bulky waste shipped from the transfer station
the landfill minus a 2001 disposable credit of $2,574.22. (132.5 x
$55.54245814 = $7,359.38 - $2,574.22)

MSW

For 2002, unless you have some reason to believe your
tonnages will increase or decrease, you should set aside $7,150.18
in your budget for
disposal at the Mt. Carberry Landfill
(106.56 X $67. 10 = $7, 150. 18)

MSW
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aware, we were sent a letter of termination for our Mt.
Carberry Landfill contract in April for 2001 by Pulp & Paper of
America. The contract is presently scheduled to terminate October
31. 2002.
Contract negotiations were conducted with local mill
officials and we were ready to sign a new contract with PPA when we
received notification that the contract was being placed on "hold"
while PPA went through the due diligence process for refinancing.
We were told they would get back to us in August (which they did
not). The District has secured legal representation in the State of
Delaware to represent our interests in Federal Bankruptcy Court
and the State of New Hampshire is aware of our situation. Please be
assured that we will do what in necessary to obtain an extension to
the contract.

As you are

all

need to set aside $77.25 for the 2002 Household
Hazardous Waste Disposal Day. This amount is levied as a 25 cents
Your
per capita charge based on the 2000 federal census.
population was 309. Your hazardous waste collection share will be
billed to you with your April District apportionment share.

You

will

also

For 2002, we would suggest you set aside $2,036.29 in your budget
to cover C&D and bulky waste disposal costs. This figure was
arrived at by taking the total tons of C&D and bulky waste shipped
to the landfill from the transfer station and then, based on the 2000
U.S. Census showing Dummer with 309 residents, determining a
per capita share that would be delivered by your community.
(.083937052 x 309 = 25.94 tons). The transfer station municipal fee
from 2002 will be $78.50 per ton ($67.10 landfill tipping fee plus
$11.40 per ton transportation from transfer station to landfill)
(25.95 tons x /478.50 = 2,036.29). Our District records show actual
deliveries from November 1,2000 through October 31, 2001, from
residential permits issued by your town total 5.97 tons. Please be
aware that construction and demolition debris (C8&D) and bulky
waste tonnages will very significantly from year to year therefore this
is only a suggested budget figure.
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RECAPITULATION
DISTRICT APPORTIONMENT
MT. CARBERRY MSW LANDFILL FEES
HOUSEHOLD HAZARDOUS WASTE FEE
TRANSFER STATION FEES

TOTAL AMOUNT TO BE BUDGETED
Respectfully submitted,

Sharon

Gauthier
Administrator/ Coordinator
E.

December 20, 2001
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$ 4,785.16
$ 7, 150. 18
77.25
$
$ 2,036.29
$ 14,048.88

TOWN OF DUMMER, NH
2001 LIBRARY REPORT
2001 was a year of tremendous growth
statistics

for the library.

AU

of the

increased as shown in the table below.

The hours the library is open was increased twice. We are now open
every day of the week except Sundays and holidays. We still need
volunteers but the people we have are very dedicated. The number
of volunteer hours for 2001 totaled 519.
as Librarian in October and Doug Shaw has taken
the position. Becky did an outstanding job during her tenure and we
owe her many thanks.

Becky Glover

left

There have been over $5,000 in new books, both donations and
purchases, since July. The library now has between four and five
thousand books. Our juvenile section is, I think, a very good one for
a library of our size. We also have a very large nonfiction and
reference section and we have about three hundred more books to
be added. We now have ceiling and shelf tabs to make it easier to
find specific areas of interest. We are also moving the shelves from
the old library to the basement of the new one. These shelves will
hold some of the older books and magazines as well as some of the
reference material. This will allow us to add all of the fiction and
nonfiction we have not had room for.

We
for

have added a section of movies on VCR. These can be taken out
four days at a time.

The month of March 2002 is amnesty month. If anyone has past
due books they can be returned with no fine. After March, the fine is
$.03 cents per day. Books have a 14 day lending time.
The Friends

of the Library enjoyed a

busy and progressive

year.

January new volunteers were trained and inventory was moved
and set up with the help of Americorp volunteers.

In
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A new

children's area was designated and creatively decorated with
pictures of different fairy tales on the surrounding walls. A new table
was crafted by Joseph Desmarais and school chairs and desks were

donated by the Milan Village School.

A WINTER FUN DAY was held on February 22 to generate interest in
the library. It was well attended by children from Milan and

Dummer and

fully

provided by the volunteers.

The Reading Garden became a reality with the hard work of
volunteers under the instruction of Lynne Bacon and the hard work
of Raoul "Rowdy" Gagnon in the construction. He spent countless
hours again, this past year, volunteering his time, working on the
library on a number of tasks, including landscaping and working on
finishing the basement.

On June

12*, the CLIF grant was received in the form of $1,200
worth of children's books. June 24^ brought the day of our Grand
Opening. A double ribbon cutting ceremony was presented by

Rachel Jewett for the Library and Rauol Gagnon for the Reading
Garden. Both were honored for their dedication to the library and to
Mike Gagne, Contractor and Jim Saldano, Electrician. Others were
also honored for their volunteer work to benefit the library.

The summer reading program was a success. Programs were offered
for three weeks to children ages 2-6 by Marsha Googins and Karen
Parker and 7-12 by Lynne Bacon. The theme followed was suggested
by the New Hampshire State Library and was titled Octopi Your
Mind. Stories and crafts were created in an aquatic flair and a float
for the Milan Old Home Days won 2"^ place Attendance for the 2-6
group averaged 12 students each time.

The Winter Reading Program "Story Hour" began on October 3'''^ and
is offered the l^t and 3''^ Wednesdays of each month from 9-10 AM.
The story hour is for children 2-5. Average attendance is 6 children
per program. The program is offered by Marsha Googins.

A fund

raiser

was held

Bacon coordinated

in

October

to

this.
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Annual Harvest Day Celebration.
Activities, stories, games, prizes and refreshments were offered to
the children of Dummer and Milan. Attendance was excellent with
20+ children.

November

3"^^

welcomed

November 17* a

t±ie

l^t

was held

LIBRI Foundation
Grant. Several worthy items were raffled and the funds raised were
matched 200% by the Foundation in the value of children's books.
We received 68 books at a value of $1,030.00.

The

raffle

statistics for the

to benefit the

preceding four years follows:

TOWN OF DUMMER, NH
DUMMER PUBLIC LIBRARY
2002 PROPOSED BUDGET

Heat

$800.00
300.00

Electricity

Summer Reading Program

75.00

Salary

1,750.00

General Expenses (books, supplies,

etc.)

350.00

Phone

540.00

Internet

120.00

Insurance

200

Total

$4,135.00
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CONSERVATION COMMISSION
During the year 200 1 the Conservation Commission conducted two
exploratory forays into a town-owned property off llOA. The first
was a snowshoe hike in January; the second, a hike on Labor Day
Weekend. The group was seeking to ascertain the layout of the 180,

acre parcel. An old foundation was discovered as well as some
mature timber. Options such as timber management, development
of trails for hiking or winter sports, and providing a source for
education were considered. The committee feels more expert advice
is needed to understand the entire potential of the forest parcel.
In

June the Water Resources Board made a presentation

of the

Pontook Area Natural Resources Inventory at the Town Hall. This
inventory, which was developed by the Audubon Society through a
grant, outlines the biological

and

bio- timber diversity of this special

part of our town. The Conservation commission appreciates the
efforts of these agencies and enjoys working in conjunction with

them.
Faith Kimball,

Chairman

Norman Girouard
Brad

Dave Dubey, Secretary
Pauline McCullough

Wyman
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MILAN &

DUMMER AMBULANCE REPORT

2001 Peter Roberts and Paul Gagne became coDirectors of the Milan and Dummer Ambulance. We would like to
thank Dan Malone for his dedication as Director over the past few
In October of

years.

The Ambulance Service now has both BLS (Basic Life Support) and
ALS (Advance Life Support) capabilities. These types of services
assist with better pre-hospital patient care. In December of 2001 the
Milan and Dummer Ambulance was certified by the State of New
Hampshire for another two years.

200 1 the Milan and

Dummer Ambulance

purchased a
refurbished ZOLL defibrillator, the same type and model used by
Berlin, and Gorham EMS, as well as the Androscoggin Valley
Hospital. We have been and will be in the future updating many of
the older pieces of equipment in order to better service our
communities.
In October of

To our dedicated ambulance attendants, we give our thanks for their
help and support, as it is them who keep our service running.
However, we are always looking for more EMTs and we would
welcome anyone interested to call us.
Respectfully submitted,
Peter Roberts

Paul Gagne, Co-Directors
Milan & Dummer Ambulance
Total calls for service

-

68
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PROPOSED 2002 BUDGET
M & D AMBULANCE
Receipts
Milan

Dummer
Amount
CaUs

Carried Over from 2001

10,416.44

for Service

Total Receipts

$25,175.00

Capital Reserve
Milan

$ 3,500.00
2,000.00
7,000.00

Dummer
Payroll

$ 6,800.00
3,400.00
4,558.56

& Taxes

Insurance

3 ,500.00

Ambulance

&

Maintenance

Repairs

1,000.00

Fuel & Oil
Supplies /Equipment

500.00
1,000.00

Oxygen
Meals

200.00
250.00

& Tolls

Office Supplies /Postage

1,000.00
2,000.00
5,000.00

Continuing Education
Equipment Replacement

Communications
Telephone (449-2001 & 3407)
Radio Purchase & Repair
Cellular

Phone

1,750.00

250.00
75.00
400.00

PSNH

(Repeater)
Tri-State BiUing

Miscellaneous
License Fees

750.00

500 .00

& Dues

Unemployment Compensation
Hep-B Shots
Baby Sitting
$25,175.00

Total Expenditures
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NORTH COUNTRY COUNCIL ANNUAL REPORT 2001
has been another busy year at North Country Council. We
continued to complete a number of local and regional projects for all
of our 51 communities throughout the region. Summaries of some o
It

these projects are as follows:

Transportation
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•

•

:

Reviewed, and submitted to the Department of Transportation
13 transportation enhancement projects and four Congestion
Mitigation /Air Quality Improvement proposals for the North
Country.
Completed Phase 1 of the US Route 2 Corridor Study with the
corridor communities and various state and private agencies.
Provided technical transportation assistance to the majority of
the communities in our region.
Coordinated the North Country Transportation Committee.
Scenic Byways Committee Coordination
Rt. 16 Citizens Advisory Committee Coordination
Conducted 205 traffic counts in 47 communities
Coordinated with Bureau of Rail and Transit to promote public
transportation in the North Country
Participated in the update of the Statewide Aeronautics Plan with
the NH Dept. of Transportation - Division of Aeronautics

Economic Development:
•

•

•

•

Providing Grant Administration for several regional projects such
as the City of Berlin EDA Public Works grant, the Mountain View
Hotel project, Town of Woodstock EDA project, Town of
Colebrook project, to name just a few
CEDS Committee meetings are held on a quarterly basis allowing
for a continuous coordinated planning process

Published the Availability of Living Wage Jobs in NH Study for
the North Country
Updated the Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy
(CEDS) for the region
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•

The second Thursday

of

each month nearly every business

technical assistance provider in the region (representing nearly
ten organizations) coordinate activities and share ideas
•

has been solicited by the NH Community Development
Finance Authority to lead a joint north country seed capacity
application by coordinating a work program and grant
application among five of the region's largest development

NCC

organizations

Community/ Regional Planning:
•
•

Provided technical assistance to 34 towns throughout the region
Updated several master plans and zoning ordinances for member

communities

Law

Lecture Serious for the Office of State

•

Coordinated the
Planning

•

Hazardous Mitigation Planning
Assisted communities in reviewing

•

and

preparing

LCHIP

Applications

Environmental Planning:
•

Provided technical assistance to over 33 communities in the area

waste and hazardous waste management
Served on the Governors Solid Waste Task Force
Coordinated the Household Hazardous Waste
collections for 22 communities
of solid

•
•

•

•

Management

Provided technical assistance in the National Flood Insurance
Program throughout the region
Provided assistance to three water shed councils as part of the

REPP program
•

Completed the American Heritage Adjustment Projec funded by

EDA
programs will continue into the year 2002. We
continue to enhance our staff capacity and will be looking to provide
additional technical assistance and planning support to all our
communities. Major programs for the year 2002 will be our five-year
update of the Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy

Many

of these
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development of a Regional Plan (transportation, natural
resources, economic development, community planning) and the
continued assistance of solid waste management with an emphasis
on conducting town audits on their solid waste management
(CEDS),

t±ie

practices.

Our

remains the same: to provide support and
leadership o the region, its governments, businesses and citizens.
overall goal, however,

Sincerely,

Michael J. King
Executive Director
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cobs ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
The year 2001 was one of ups and downs; ridiculously optimistic
business forecasts and gloomy, doomsday reports following the
terror at the World Trade Center.
Unfortunately, for us here in Coos County, global economics
shook our very foundations nearly crippling the forest products
industry and our regional economy as well. Despite the bad news
and higher unemployment figures there have been some plusses
too. One plus is that industrial park properties in the county will
be promoted and marketed jointly with local groups helping to
customize the message and the target audience. The other plus,
and it's a major one from an economic development view, is the
advent
of
high
broadband
speed,
access
to
modem
communications networks. While there has been much press
about this initiative we remain a few steps away from actually
bringing the networks north of Manchester. Partly the 9/11 issues
caused worldwide disruption but global competition and a glut of
networks also contributed to the roller coaster ride for telecom
stocks.

As an economic development group we remain focused on building
infrastructure and growing the economy from the ground up with
sound business plans, solid financing and retention and
enhancement of those businesses already located here and
succeeding. Only with a more diverse business base, and better
jobs can we in the North Country ensure our way of life survives
the ups and downs of the global economy.
For business assistance and more information please contact us
at (603) 788-3900. We are located in the Old Historic Courthouse

on Lancaster's Main

Street.

Peter Riviere
Executive Director
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Androscoggin Valley Mental Health Center
The Androscoggin Valley Mental Health

&

Developmental Services

Advisory Council respectfully requests that the Town of Dummer
continue its support of this agency through an appropriation in the
amount of $309.00 at the 2002 Town Meeting.
This amount
represents a $1.00 per capita contribution based on figures from the
most recent census. These funds will be used exclusively for the
support of outpatient services provided through Androscoggin Valley
Mental Health Center.

Over the past 35 years this agency has provided mental health
services to hundreds of people living, working, raising families and
going to school in the Androscoggin Valley area. Outpatient mental
health services are not funded by state or federal dollars. They are
expected to support them.selves through client fees, third-party
insurance
payments,
and through local support such as
contributions from towns, cities and the United Way. In order to
make these services affordable to all persons in need of them, fees are
adjusted according to the recipient's ability o pay. Your present and
past appropriations have enabled us to follow this practice and your
support this year will assure its continuance. We see these services
as the backbone of our community's mental health efforts and as
essential in the prevention of more serious emotional, social and
community problems.

We

appreciate the pressures, financial, social and emotional,
that all §ectors of our local communities are experiencing at this time.
These pressures are resulting in a significant increase in persons
seeking our services at a time in which there has been a severe
erosion of the health insurance base supporting providers such as us.
More than ever we need your ongoing assistance to continue to
provide your citizens with the care they are seeking.
fully

Arthur A. Froburg
Area Director
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Tri-County

Community Action

Tri-County

Community Action has spent $13,539.03 on Dummer

requesting $775 (same amount as
last year) in funding this year from the Town of Dumm.er to help
support its Community Contact Program. Community Canotact has
provided services for 62 individuals to include fuel assistance and
other Community Action Programs.

residents between July

1,

is

2000 and June

30, 2001.

Community Contact provides necessary services for the less
fortunate citizens in our communities, who would otherwise have to
seek help from the town. We are depending upon funding from your
town and neighboring communities county wide. The local funds are
combined with the Community Services Block Grant, Fuel
Assistance and NH Emergency Shelter Grant, Homeless Programs
and FEMA. We also are the conduit through which the USDA
Surplus food gets distributed to food pantries, including our own,
throughout Coos County in order to serve our residents.

Deborah Walsh
Coos County

Community Contact Manager
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TRI-COUNTY COMMUNITY ACTION PROGRAMS, INC
1999-2000 Community Contact Report to the Town of Dummer
Community contact

arm of Tri-County CAP. Our
low-income, elderly and handicapped persons to
is

the field services

purpose is to assist
solve problems and meet their physical and financial needs.
We
accomplish this by providing information, counseling, referrals,
budget counseling, guidance, organizational assistance, and by
effectively linking households with CAP assistance programs and
using community resources.
Last year, the following direct financial assistance was provided to
the residents of Dummer by the CAP Comimunity Contact Office.

Households Individuals Dollar Amount
Fuel Assist. 2000

-

2001

Weatherization 2000

USDA Food/Food

-

34

18

200 1

1,875.00

1

Pantry

$8,829.03

14

23

1,035.00

5

1,800.00

53

$11,947.86

Assistance

Commodity Surplus Food
Program(6

dist.

per year)

Total Direct Assistance

30

Volunteer Assistance: $10,422 (dollar value)

we provided

information, referrals, budget counseling
and security deposits to individuals who were homeless or
imminent danger of homelessness, in need utility assistance,
health /medical /legal
resources,
transportation,
emplovTQent,
furnishings,
welfare
assistance
and educational,
domestic
violence/ substance abuse resources.
Additionally,

m

With your help, we anticipate being able
level of services to

the

Town

of

Dummer
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New Hampshire Municipal Association
The theme of the 2001 NHMA Annual Conference was: Power of
Communities... Strength in Numbers. This is illustrative of the
reason why NHMA membership is important to not just one city or
town but to all 234 of them as a whole.
undertaken on behalf of several hundred
communities are much more successful than on behalf of one, two
Legislative

activities

Providing personal testimony; "watching out" for
the concerns of members in committee meetings and floor actions
on a daily basis; alerting members of critical proposals; advancing a
broad "municipal policy" program; informing members before,
during and after sessions; and, organizing members around major
issues are all part of the legislative services funded by your dues.
Nowhere was this value more evident than this year's session when
the binding arbitration and assessing bills were addressed.
or even a handful.

and training NHMA does over the course of a
year is at minimal or no charge. In 2001, NHMA had over 5,000
municipal officials and employees attend its programs. November's
60* annual conference had over 725 registrants - the highest ever.
Last year's non-conference programming included sessions on such
topics as affordable housing and the West Nile virus. NHMA's
Regional Dinner series, focusing on school financing, drew record
numbers and at no cost to attendees. The 2002 dinner series will
Most

of the education

explore health care costs to local governments... /s There

An Rx for

Health Costs?

NHMA's Health Trust® and

Property Liaility Trusts
provide real dollar value to members. While it may not seem so at
first blush, the Health trust's rates and rate increases are very
competitive when you analyze the coverage and service to members.
NHMA's Property Liability Trust has just gone to members with its
PLT 2005 program that promises fixed rates and greater value for
another three years.
Participation in
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NHMA's membership in the National League of Cities means that
your community is considered an indirect member of NLC and
eligible

for

important,

NLC

NLC

conference registration rates. More
represents the interests of all cities and towns in

special

Washington on a wide variety of issues.

The

NHMA

dues structure is a formula that considers both the
Population and Total Equalized Value of each member. There are
minimum and maximum dues to ensure both an equitable base of
support and that no one member bears an inordinate share of the
dues. It mirrors the State Municipal Revenue Sharing Formula. In
2001, the NHMA Executive Committee created a membership-based
committee to re-examine this formula to insure continued fairness.
The committee's recommendation was adopted by a membership
vote at the November 1, 2001 Annual Business Meeting. This
change changed the weight of Population and Valuation from 50-50
to 60-40 and added, for 2003, minimum and maximum dues levels
that will be annually adjusted.

John

B.

Andrews

Executive Director
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TOWN OF DUMMER, NH
REPORT TO THE PEOPLE OF DISTRICT ONE
2002

Raymond

S.

Burton, Councilor

The Governor and five member Executive Council are very much
like an elected "Board of Directors," who along with 294
Commissioners and Directors, administer the laws and budget
as passed by the new Hampshire General Court (House and
Senate)

We

perform a variety of Executive Branch functions, such as
general supervision of all state departments and state
expenditures, pardon matters, eminent domain, state contracts
and leases, public waters, the planning of the Transportation 10year plan, and the confirmation of the Governor's nominations to
the Judicial Branch of your NH State Government (for a
complete explanation, please contact my office).

As we look

would encourage all
citizens to be in contact with all of us in your elected
representative bodies, at the local, state and federal levels. We
cannot truly represent you if we do not know of your ideas,
concerns and aspirations.
into the

immediate future,

I

on a volunteer commission or
board, please contact my office at 271-3632 or Kathy Goode,
Director of Appointments and Governor Shaheen's Liaison to the
council at 271-2121. The District Health Councils are always
If

you are interested

in serving

Real at 1-800852-3345 ext. 4235 and request a packet of information about
what this key planning process is all about. AU of the Governor
and Council appointments to Boards and Commissions are listed
in the Webster System at webster.state.nh.us/sos/redbook/
index.htm.
looking for members;

if

interested, please call

LxDri

need to work our NH Congr4essional Delegation in
Washington. Senators Judd Gregg and Bob Smith and
Congressmen Charlie Bass and John Sununu all have strong

We
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and powerful committee assignments and are well connected to
do more for NH. We need to let them know what is needed for
our localities and regions, so ring their bell... Senator Gregg at
225-7115;
Senator Smith
at
1
(603)
922-2230;
(800)
Congressman Bass at (603) 226-0249; and Congressman

Sununu

at (603)

a pleasure

641-9536.

to serve you. Please contact

my

a listing
of toll-free 800 numbers and a copy of the newly printed NH
Constitution. Always know that I am ready to assist you, your
It is

town and

office for

region.

Ray Burton
338 River Road
Bath, NH 03740
Tel. 747-3662
ray.burton4r^/!gte.net

House - Room 207
107 North Main Street
Concord, NH 03301
Tel. 271-3632
rburton@gov. state, nh. us
State
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ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE

SCHOOL OFFICIALS
OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT OF

DUMMER, NEW HAMPSHIRE

FOR THE

FISCAL YEAR ENDING JUNE
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30, 2001

OFFICERS
MODERATOR
Craig Doherty

CLERK
Louise Gagnon

TREASURER
Marsha Googins

AUDITORS
Doris Bergeron

Rachel

E.

Jewett

SCHOOL BOARD
Term Expires 2002
Term Expires 2003
Term Expires 2004

Joanne Belleau
Mary Guay
Diane Labbe

DIRECTOR OF SPECIAL SERVICES
Mrs. Rebecca Hebert-Sweeny

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATOR
Mrs. Pauline Plourde

SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
Dr.

John W. Caldon, Ed.D.
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.

SCHOOL WARRANT
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the School District in the Town of
Dummer qualified to vote in District affairs:

You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said
District on the 11*'*' of March 2002 at 6:30 PM in the evening
to act upon Articles 4 through 7
.

The ballot voting will take place the following day on
Tuesday, March 12*^^' The polls are open for the election of
officers from 11:00 AM to 7:00 PM. to act, upon Articles 1
through 3

ARTICLES 1-3:
1. To choose one auditor for a one (1) year term.
2. To choose one auditor for a two (2) year term.
To choose a member of the school board for a three
3
(3) year term.
.

ARTICLE 4 To hear the reports of agents, auditors and
officers heretofore chosen and pass any vote relating
thereto.
;

ARTICLE 5 To set the salaries of the school board, school
district treasurer, auditors, truant officer, census taker,
and moderator as listed:
School Board Chair
$125.00
School Board (2)
$125.00 each
Treasurer
$100.00
Clerk
$ 20.00
Moderator
$ 20.00
Auditor (2)
$ 30.00 each
Truant Officer
$ 20.00
Census Taker
$ 5 0.00
(Recommended by the School Board)
;

ARTICLE 6; To see if the District will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $479, 700 .77 for the support of
schools, for the payment of salaries for school district
officers and agents, and for the payment of the statutory
obligations of the District, said sum to be in addition to
sums authorized by vote of the District on preceding
articles in this warrant. (Recommended by the School Board)

-88-

ARTICLE 7 To transact any other business that may legally
come before this meeting.
;

Given under our hands at said Dummer this
February 2 02.

12^^

Mary Guay, Chair
Diane Labbe
Joane Belleau
SCHOOL BOARD
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day of

Budget

-

School District of

Dummer NH

FY2003
MS-26

2

1

3

4

6

Expenditures Appropriations appropriations appropriations

Purpose
Acct.#

of Appropriation

(RSA

32:3.V)

WARR.
ART.#

For Year 7/1/00
to 6/30/01

Prior

Year As

Approv. by

DRA

Ensuing FY
(Recommended)

Ensuing FY
Recomm

(Not

)

|

Budget

-

School District of

Dummer NH

FY2003

PLEASE PROVIDE FURTHER DETAIL:
*

Amount

Help!

We

of line

ask your assistance

use the space below

Acct. #

5252 which
in

is

for Health

the following:

to identify the

make-up

If

Maintenance Trust

you have a

line

item of appropriations from

of the line total for the ensuing year.

(seeRSA198:20-c,V)
more than one warrant

article,

Budget

1

-

School District of Dummer,

NH

FY 2003

Budget

1

-

School District of Dummer,

NH

FY 2003

DUMMER SCHOOL DISTRICT
School Year 2002-2003

TAX IMPACT

1999-2000

2000-2001

Appropriations:

$439,017.79

$370,552.46

Deficit Appropriation (1999-2000):

$0.00

$0.00

2001-2002
$420,857.62

Total Appropriations:

Revenues

Fund Balance

to

$24,654.79

$

$1,500.00
$14,987.00
$16,487.00

$

$56,504.75

Reduce Taxes

$

$1.800.00

$411,230.62

Less: State Education Grant:

$133,355.00

$133,355.00

$147,076.00

$

91,376.00

Less: State Education Tax:

$86.549.00

$86.549.00

$95,038.00

$

180,452.00

Local School Tax Portion:

$194,459.00

$94,143.71

$169,116.62

9.17

Total Equalized Evaluation:

Equalization (No

Utilities):

FOR EVERY BUDGET INCREASE
FOR EVERY BUDGET INCREASE

7.39

9.01

6.76

12.84

Account Number Format:
H

it
Hlitl iil lfiit ifit
rr if
ir it
FT
ri iflfitft ft ft if
it tt

A nf\
I

WU

**

"""

II IF II II

'*

" ""

II IT IF tt

11 Ml

II IF

Dam

utility

$

$13,989,895
$22,871 .00

OF:

$1 0,000.00

7.69

22,871,056

$14,051,156
1.00

=

0.43723 =

TAX RATE
TAX RATE

Denotes:
District-

Dummer

General Fund
Levels

In

Education

-

Elementary (Grades K-5)

-

Middle School (Grades 6-8)

Regular Education: 10
20
30
00
Special Education: 05

-

Preschool (Ages 3-5)

15

-

25
35

-

Elementary (Grades K-5)
Middle School (Grades 6-8)

-

High School (Grades 9-12)

-94-

$206,072.77

6.19

$22,809,795

OF:

$477,900.77

4.13

Note: State Education Tax increased due to the Pontool<

I

1,800.00

$314,047.71

State Tax Rate:

*« t*

$479,700.77

$414,363.00

Local School Tax Rate:

It 11

479,700.77

Assessment:

District

n
w

$

$6,860.00
$427,717.62

Less: Total Revenues and Credits:

1

2002-2003

-

High School (Grades 9-12)

-

General (No Particular Level)

DUMMER SCHOOL

DISTRICT

2002-2003 School Year
Kindergarten

Grade

1

Estimate

Benoit, Gabrielle L

Boissonneau, Roger L

3

Eugene H
McGee, Logan
Cordwell,

Grade 2

Goggins, Andrew
Thomas, Taylor

Wentworth, Cordey

Grade

Bacon, Zachary
Bonney, Nicholas

Gagnon, John

Beaudoin, Staci

Hallee, Jessica

3

Grade 4

Clanton, Jessica
Cordwell,

Solomon

Gagne, Brittany
Garneau, Christopher

Grade 5

Grade 6

Grade 8

McGee,

Brittany

Per Pupil Costs

Corrigan, Christina

Jones, Jacob

Demers, Katharine
Guay, Heather

Lachance, Tyler

Fournier,

Shayna

Guay, Christopher
Holt, Whitney

Grade 7

Hamel, Aaron
Jones, Alec

Tefft, Katie

Jewett, Jason

Roy, Cory

Bacon, Brinna
Henson, Johnathon
Laflamme, Heather

Main, Joseph

Beaudoin, Nicholas

Jones, Joshua

Brooks, Bruce

Labbe, Jesse
Laflamme, Ashley

Corcoran, Steven

Peabody, Aaron

Jewett, Jesica

Grade 9

Hamel, Katelyn

Long, Michael

Grade 10

Ferron, Allen

Jewett, Nathan

Grade

Dandeneau, Rachel
Desmarais, Joseph
Gauthier, Nathan

Jones, Seth

11

Laflamme, Travis
Tefft, Kristen

Jewett, Jeff

Grade 12 Bachand,

Danielle

Belleau, Melanie

Glover,

Megan

Hallee, Jamie
Hamel, Patrick

Jewett, Shelley

Labbe, Joshua

R

Lancey, Pamela
Long, David

|

How Per Pupil Costs are Determined Locally
Data taken From State Report (DOE-25)

Current Expenditures is calculated as follows:
Regular Education
Special Revenues (Private & Federal Grants)
Lunch Program
Less: Transportation
Total Transportation

"^

From transportation the following are removed, therefore
counted in calculations
Subtract Athletic Trips, Field Trips, Cocurricular trips
i
_____
™"™~™"
Subtract Student Transportation - Property
f
* ^"*=
Subtract Other Vehicle Transportation
i

^
4-

'''4

Less: Supplemental
Special Program Tuition to LEAs

'^;"

Vocational Tuition
Capital Items
Equipment
Summer Programs
Equals Total Pupil Costs

Divide by Average Daily Membership
Per Pupil Costs

MILAN SCHOOL DISTRICT GRANTS (Special Revenue)

2000-2001
1999-2000

$49,061
$38,695
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1

STATE TAX AMOUNTS FOR EDUCATION
How
The

does the State arrive at the Base Cost of $3,311 for the Adequacy Grant?

NEAP test scores

are

checked against those schools

that score Basic

& Above.

40% - 60% ranges are placed in a pool. An average is then
the 50% range or under. The amount is than multiplied by

Schools that score within the
calculated

among

those in

9.85%) for the elementary level.

How

is

average daily membership calculated?

Average Daily Membership

in

Residence

Kindergarten students are counted
-

High School

(ADMR)

at .5

of 1999-2000 school year

(they attend half the day)

ADMR x .2
ADMR
1

Special Education

Poverty weight based on Free

The above

are

all

added together

& Reduced Priced Meals from October
come to a "Weighted ADMR" total

1999

to

Cost of an Adequate Education?
Total Weighted Daily Membership
Times the Base Cost of $3,31

in

Residence

+ 70%) of Transportation Expenditures

The Rest

of the Story!

Take the Town's total Equalized Valuation of 4/1/2000 not including Utilities
Multiply by a tax rate $5.80 per $1,000 (Last year's rate was $6.60)
If the Cost of an Adequate Education is greater than the State Tax, you receive a
Grant to make up the difference.
If the Cost of an Adequate Education is less than the State Tax, you become a Donor
Town and pay an Excess Education Tax.
District

SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT #20
2002-2003 Fiscal Year Budget

A Message from

my

In

the Superintendent's Offices:

two years as Superintendent of School Administrative Unit #20,

very impressed with the communities, the school boards, the

evidence throughout the school

work very hard
is

in

districts.

A lot of of credit goes to the

these challenging financial times to do the

have been

and the students, as

staffs,

as the quality of education being provided. The dedication and commitment
in

I

well

to the children is

School Boards that

That

right things for the children.

not an easy task.
All

our schools face

some problems

or issues concerning: instructional space,

overcrowding, curriculum improvement, or building code violations. As advocates for

we

children,

continue to identify the issues and seek your support as

the administration and boards

Gorham

in

that effort,

we welcome

it

is

needed. To help

Keith Parent as the

new

principal at

Middle/High School and Kathy Urso as lead teacher/administrator at the Errol

Consolidated School. With the acquisition of these administrators,

I

assure you that

we

will

continue to effectively meet the everyday needs, but also do the necessary long-range
planning and problem-solving.
In

regards to the financial picture, 2001 has presented

closing of the local paper mills has affected each

Coupled with the

rising

this, all districts

taxes, including the

coming year.

district, local

share of challenges. The

community and taxpayer.

costs of special education and health insurance to

are forced to carefully consider

Despite

its

SAU

all

name a

few,

we

costs associated with an adequate education.

were able

to turn

over monies from the fund balance to reduce

budget, which reflects a decrease

We will continue to try to lessen the burden

in

assessment charges

for the

levied against the districts during

this difficult time.
In

terms of student services, our goal continues to be to provide positive educational

experiences for

all

students, including students with disabilities.

requiring special education

and "Section 504" support

is

The number

of students

increasing across the country;

simultaneously, our local needs have increased as well. Teachers, counselors, and special

education

staff

continue to work together to meet the comprehensive needs of our students

the regular education classroom.

our

new Speech

One

very positive addition to that team of professionals

Pathologist/Preschool Coordinator,

Todd

Butler.

Mr. Butler,

who

in

is

brings a

great deal of energy and enthusiasm to this position, oversees the preschool programs and

provides speech and language services for students

Dummer, and

Errol.
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in

Gorham, Randolph, Shelburne,

Milan,

The School
by being involved
is

that

we work

best efforts.

I

Districts in
in

S.A.U. # 20 have a strong tradition of supporting their schools

their activities

and by supporting the budgets. Most important, hov^ever,

together to provide the best education

pledge you

my

we

can. Your children deserve our

personal commitment to that end.

Respectfully submitted,

]^-^
^John W. Caldon
"Superintendent of Schools

&Wo

Pauline Plourde

Business Administrator

Aw- Uci^-iu'^
Rebecca Hebert-Sweeny
Director of Special Services

^J
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Milan Village School
1 1

Milan,

Bridge Street

New Hampshire 03588

Tel: 449-3306 Fax:

449-2509

Principal's Report 2001-2002

A goal of the 2001-2002 school year has been to refine instruction and introduce new methods of
improving student success With the support of the Milan School Board and the Superintendent of Schools, we
were able to train teachers in the kindergarten through grade two classes in an early literacy program that is
being delivered to

all

students at those grade levels.

support of reading fluency

in

The approach

in the Title

I

reading program expanded

students with a component that continues the emphasis on

skill

its

building being

developed in the earlier grades The Milan Village School Science Fair presents an opportunity to students in
grades 4-6 for research, experimentation, and display The departmentalized approach at grades 5 & 6 allows
students to rotate through instruction blocks of time for Language Arts, Math/Social Studies, and

Science/Geography.
for an anti-bullying

guidance program

from the NH Department of Education provided training and materials to the staff
This program is delivered as part of regular classroom instruction and the
Students are encouraged to take part in learning activities that incorporate different subject

A grant

program

areas and multiple grade levels

worked diligently
Hampshire" Charette and
"Milan Old Home Days" display offered designs that would expand the existing facility and became forums for
community input Using all of the information gathered over the last ten months, the Building Committee has
worked with a design builder to develop a proposal that will meet the immediate educational needs of the
students at the Milan Village School and remain fiscally responsible to the taxpayers of Milan.
The results of student performance on the New Hampshire Assessments provide valuable information in
redesigning curriculum and instructional approaches. We are continually striving to improve overall
performance of the Milan Village School on a year to year basis, but also place emphasis on an "item analysis"
of the objectives assessed. Through this type of question analysis, we seek to identify areas of strength and
weakness and make recommendations that will maintain our successes and improve areas of need.
Advanced 280-300
Novice 200-239
Proficient 260-279
Basic 240-259
After receiving direction from the community, the "Building Needs Committee" has

to address the need for instructional space at the Milan Village School.

Year

A "Plan New

are but a

few of the many

evening presentations

is

activities that receive

The Milan Village School

Award"

is

proud

to

announce

that

it

has been awarded the "Blue Ribbon Achievement

who have made

honor possible
expand our efforts towards improving early

Goals for the future are to
early literacy, the adoption

classroom will

to

be

and to

all

of

this

curriculum revision, and develop a "caring community" within our school

On

open houses and

for their extraordinary effort in continuing this truly outstanding volunteer program,

our volunteers

in the

for

Coordinators Debbie Goupil and Karen Wheeler are

for the twentieth consecutive year

commended

community support Community support

outstanding.

literacy,

promote efTective

Plans for expanded staff training

in

of a formal model for curriculum review, and the continuation of conflict education

assist in

achieving these goals

behalf of the staff and students

at

the Milan Village School,

I

would

like to

thank the Milan School

Board, the Office of the Superintendent of Schools, and the communities of Dummer and Milan for their
continued support
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TOWN OF DUMMER
School Meeting

March

13,

2001

were declared opened at this
time and closed at the close of the meeting. Voting for the officers was by ballot. The
school business meeting was held at 6:30 P.M. on March 12,2001. The business meeting
was called to order by Moderator Craig Doherty.

The meeting was

A.M. the

called to order at 11 :00

polls

Officers elected for the ensuing year as follows:
Art.

1

.

Art. 2.
Art. 3.
Art. 4.
Art.

5.

Art. 6.

Art.

7.

Art. 8.

94
96
95

Moderator Craig Doherty
School Clerk Louise Gagnon
School Board year Joane Belleau
School Board 3 years Diane Labbe
School Treasurer Marsha Googins
2 Auditors for 1 year Doris Bergeron
Rachel Jewett
1

Are you

in

93

93

84
79

favor of changing the terms of the auditors, from one year to two years

beginning with the terms of the auditors to be elected
meeting, provided, however, that, in the

at

next year's regular school district

varying terms so that the term of one auditor shall expire in

term of the second auditor the next year? This was so voted.
Art. 9.

To

officer,

set the salaries

of the school board, school

cencus taker, and moderator as

Clerk

$ 20.00

Moderator

$ 20.00

Auditors (2)
Truant Officer

$ 30.00 each

Cencus Taker

$ 50.00

a motion

$ 20.00

,

seconded by Sarah Cordwell to see

vote to raise and appropriate the

payment of salaries

sum of $420,857.62

1.

A motion was made by
an annual meeting

for the support

of

and agents, and for the
said sum to be in addition to sums
in this

warrant This was so voted.

Paula LaBrecque and seconded by

Shall the school district accept the provisions
district at

if the

for school district officers

payment of the statutory obligations of the District
authorized by vote of the District on preceding articles
1

15

$ 70.00 each

(2)

$ 1 00.00

made

NO

$100.00

Treasurer

Art. 10. Steve Morrissette

Art.

68

listed.

School Board Member

schools, for the

YES

district treasurer, auditors, truant

School Board Chair

district will

be chosen for
the next succeeding year, the

year, the auditors shall

first

may adopt an

Mary Beth Hamel

of RSA 198:20-b providing

that

any school

article authorizing indefinitely, until specific

103-

recission of such authority, the school board to apply for, accept and expend, without
further action by the school district, unanticipated money from a state, federal or other
governmental unit or a private source which becomes available during the fiscal year.

This was so voted.

Art. 12.

A motion was made by

if the district will

RSA

Steve Morrissette and seconded by Sarah Cordwell to see

vote to raise $6,860.00 to reduce the general fund deficit pursuant to

189:25-a. This

was so

voted.

To transact any other business that may legally come before this meeting. As
was no other business a motion was made by Doris Bergeron and seconded by

Art. 13.

there

Angie Jewett
Loiil^e

to adjourn this meeting. This

Gagnon

was so

i/y

y-crvy

School Clerk

y
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voted.

.

SCHOOL FINANCIAL REPORT
For the Year Ending June 30, 2001
For School

Dummer

District of

nh

SAU # 20

DUE TO THE NH DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE
Not Later Than September

"I

certify

under the pains and penalties of perjury,

information contained

in this

document

is true,

to the best of

^^^^

my knowledge and

accurate and complete."

School Board Chairpef?6n/.^r "33/

Superintendent of Schools:

1

A

)'(

/^ /^^/
,/^J<-^

SCHOOL BOARD MEMBERS
Please sign In

Ink.
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Per

RSA

belief, that all of the

198:4-d

Date

Date:

f-

20 -^ /

MS-25
NAME:

DUMMER

13. Total Unrestricted Grants-in-Aid 9-12

other Outlays

